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Abstract: The steady demand for rock materials leads not only to on increase in mining but 
to the need for decreasing the loss of material in the process of exploitation as well. It 
brings about an increase in using of explosives in open casts and as a result an increase of 
after blasting gases volume, vibrations, the scattering (dispersion) of stone ect. All these 
factors affecting the environment lesd to the research work for applying the 
electrohydrodynamic methods both in open casts and underground mines. In the article the 
authors describe the concept of this method and construction of equipment which recently 
have been successfully introduced in mining, the results obtained determine the possibilities 
of using this method and the future directions. 
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1 Introduction 

The extraction of rock raw materials using the adit mining method for construction and 
road building purposes was associated from the start with the problem of oversized blocks 
appearing after splitting them from the rock mass. 

Practically, the method of shattering oversized blocks which is being applied at present 
is that of secondary shooting which is a phenomenon much more damaging to the 
environment than primary shooting, not only because of a great intensity of noise, 
vibrations and dust emission, but also the spreading of stone over a wide area. This, of 
course, is not the only barrier. Harder conditions of both adit and underground mining, the 
necessity of saving on raw materials and of the least possible degradation of the deposit are 
a prerequisite for the constant search for new technologies of mining and shattering of 
dense rocks. 
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In the paper a new electrohydrodynamic method and technology are presented, This 
new method have one common characteristic which is the elimination of use of 
environmentally destructive explosives. 

2 Electrohydrodynamic method as a mining tool 

The method consists in utilization of the electrohydrodynamic phenomena, that is the 
explosion of a lead, which is a source of shock wave. By the explosion of the lead one 
means usually a set of phenomena connected with the current flow of density cca 10-104 
kA/mm2. The flow of such a current within very short time (10-8 ÷ 10-4 s) results in 
destruction of the conduit, being accompanied  by the phenomena analogous to those which 
occur in the classical explosion, that is flash and shock wave. The destruction of conduit 
occurs when the energy supplied to it is greater than that given to the surrounding 
environment. The destruction features an explosion, if the electric energy supplied to the 
lead up to the moment of the destruction is greater than a certain threshold value dependent 
mainly of the kind of conductor. The effect of destruction of the conduit results in a shock 
wave. If such a shock wave is generated in a rock hole, on exceeding the value of tension 
destructive for the rock structure, one has to do with the effect of breaking. The block 
scheme of EHD device for shattering the rock blocks with elektrohydraulic methods is 
shown in figure 1. In practice, to generate the shock wave that enables to break  the rock 
structure, one uses the battery of impulse condensers, whose quick discharging allows to 
obtain a current pulse of very high power. As results, owing to the unusually short time of 
impulse growth, we deal with the values of instantaneous power, above 2,0 x 105 kW, 
while the energy attains its value starting with 1, 5 x 104 [J]. These values are those which 
allow to break the rock structure. 
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Fig. 1 The block scheme of EHD device for shattering the rock blocks 
 control system, 2. high voltage tranformer, 3. high voltage container, 4. energy release 
 5. wires, 6. rock block, 7. electrohydrodynamic processor, 8. shock wave, 9. shattering
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he theoretical work has permitted to construct prototype devices for crushing and 
g of rocks. These devices and the results obtained with them are presented below, in 
t paragraphs. 

D-4 transportable device 
gure 2 shows the transportable version of the EHD-4 electrohydrodynamic breaking 
 (Reś at all1999,2001). The high-voltage module and steering module are installed on 



 

 

a car trailer, equipped additionally with the 4 kW electric supply aggregate. Energy is 
transmitted through insulators placed on the high-voltage side to the electrohydrodynamic 
transducer by up to 15 m wires. The length of wires determines the possible range of 
activity of the device. The use of longer wires results in dropping efficiency and 
performance of the device.  
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Fig. 2 Transportable version of the EHD-4 electrohydrodynamic breaking device
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The device in the version presented is characterized by the following parameters:  
• Weight of device  1600 kg,  
• Number of batteries  20,  
• Capacity of batteries  100 µF,  
• Power supply voltage  220-360 V,  
• Maximum charging voltage  20 kV,  
• Maximum energy  100 kJ,  
• Number of transducers capable of simultaneous starting   2,  
• Diameter of electrohydrodynamic transducers  2.  

The system has been designed in such mode, that generator is capable to supply and 
tart up, at the same time, two converters, which are located in blast holes. The presented 
chnology of electrohydrodynamic mass rock breaking may be used in the following 
ining operations : 

• crushing of huge blocks,  
• splitting of rocky blocks,  
• breaking of deposits.  

The electrohydrodynamic method, using EHD-4 device, permits in completely safe 
anner, without a necessity to evacuate people, to crush huge blocks and to execute their 

plitting in the previously set up planes. 

 Breaking of rock mass 
The electrohydrodynamic method creates also good perspectives for separating rock 

locks from the rock mass as well as when breaking-in holes (Res 1998). The range of 
nergy, at which breaking is possible is considerably higher than for other mining 



 

operations and has to vary from 400 to 600 kJ. The number of electrohydrodynamic 
transducers, which are a getting tool when mining the rock mass has to be greater than at 
the operation of crushing or plane splitting. This stems from the fact, that a single tool does 
not withstand energy above 200 kJ and can be destroyed, as well as from the arrangement 
peculiarities of transducers when breaking-in holes in the rock mass. As well performing 
the breaking in holes in the rock mass determines the amount of tools, whereas based on the 
hitherto existing research, the use of three electrodes is considered optimal. Figure 3 shows 
the effects of breaking with the EHD method, using the represented above version of the 
EHD-4 device, when applied to rocks depositing in the floor of copper ore mines which 
were simulated as a mass on the surface of mine in the haulage car. There was obtained a 
result in the form of loosening big rock fragments off a rock chunk embedded in concrete. 
A pilotage investigation has shown the necessity to design a device of considerably higher 
energetic parameters, which could make possible breaking natural rock mass. 
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Fig. 3 Effects of breaking rock mass with the EHD method in copper ore mine 
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D-5 prototype device  
The theoretical and design work resulted in a breaking car equipped with 
rohydrodynamic generator, with three-electrode discharging system (EHD-5), intended 
reaking the working faces under the conditions of Polish copper mines and for 
ing huge rock blocks (Res at all 2001). This is a natural and logical consequence of 
arlier single and double electrode experimental versions of the generator made at the 
ersity of Mining and Metallurgy in Cracow. The efficient use of EHD-5 both in the 
rground mining as well as in the surface mining necessitates to obtain high discharging 
y (cca 450 kJ), and especially, a great power of discharging pulses, which makes 

ible to loosen rock blocks off the rock mass. Such hich energy can be obtained based 
imultaneous multielectrode discharges, while the efficiency of these discharges, as 
ured by the destruction degree of the rock structure, depends mostly on the pulse 
r of electric discharge in a rock hole. Certain part of discharge energy causes 
ment of the fragments loosened off the rock blocks, which, however, are 
parable with regard to the use of the traditional technology of breaking rocks into 
ents with explosives. In this respect, the use of  EHD-5 is safer for the crew and does 

equire to evacuate this from the mine working territory whenever the generator works. 
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Obtaining so large energy is connected with the necessity of supplying cca 11kV  voltages 
to the special 2x412 µF impulse condensers used in the high voltage module of the 
generator. As a result of the discharging of these condensers, 150 kA current pulses occur, 
and the energy about 150 kJ per electrode is obtained.  

Due to the design and safety reasons and the conditions of the working environment of 
the device, EHD-5 consists of two principle modules:  

• high voltages module  
• steering module  

Each of the above-mentioned modules comprises modern elements and components 
compatible with the top world trends in this domain. The designed generator EHD-5, 
enabling simultaneous start up of three converters, is housed in appropriate cabinet, and it is 
installed on a special car, as shown in Figure 4. The accepted three-electrode discharging 
system of the generator makes possible, on one hand, to maximize obtaining high energy 
and the discharge power simultaneously in every electrode, on the other hand, to retain the 
symmetry of the power supply system using differential protections in the three-phase 
supply network. Below, there are presented technical data on the designed generator EHD-
5, obtained on the basis of the experience gained at the design, laboratory test and site 
survey stages of research on its two previous versions. 

The main technical data on the EHD-5 generator comprise: 
1. Maximum voltage of discharge Un  = 11 kV,  
2. Discharge energy per one electrode Ej = 150 kJ,  
3. Number of discharge circuits  I=3,  
4. Total energy of generator Ec = 450 kJ,  
5. Time needed to achieve the dischargeability of the generator  T = 40s,  
6. Top pulse power above 500 MW,  
7. Time needed to achieve maximum pulse power  under 20 µs,  
8. Power from three-phase supply network  20kW,  
9. Weight of modules installed in the generator cca 2000 kg. 

 

The first field tests of mass rock breaking (Godula sandstone), with use of the system 
EHD, were executed in mine of mineral resources named “Wisla – Oblaziec” - Poland. 
Received result of the test  with system of three electrodes placed in the mass rock is shown 

Fig. 4 Three-electrode generator EHD-5 installed on a special car 



 

in Figure 5. A breakout in sandstone mass rock 30 cm wide, over 1 m long, and up to 50 cm 
deep, was formed. Successive tests resulted in successful obtaining of breakouts in the mass 
rock, however in order to evaluate full usability of the system, a number of constructional 
modifications, as well as, tests executed in various geological and mining conditions, are 
needed. 
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Fig. 5 Results of mass rock breaking with three electrod
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usion 
irst tests on mass rock mining and making of mass rock breakouts proved full 
f executing of these works with use of EHD 5 system, which is based on the 

f the electrohydrodynamic effect. Suitable tests have been executed in Godula 
 in the mass rock of “Wisła – Obłaziec” Mine. However, for the estimation of the 
lity of the machine, results of additional tests, made in various conditions and 
rious deposits, are needed. Prognosis is optimistic, because tested Godula 
 is one of the most breaking – resistant rocks, occurring in Poland.  
s proved already before, that the electrohydrodynamic method can be successfully 
such rocks as : granite, dolomite etc. Thus we may assume, that with use of this 
lso mining of granite and dolomite mass rocks will be possible. The further works 

ed for economic aspects of the electrohydrodynamic method of mining. 
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